Greece Faculty-Led Summer Program

DETAILS

COURSE TITLE
CLST 206: The Art of the Ancient Greeks
Cross-listed with FNAR 336

PROGRAM DATES
6/23/2017 - 7/2/2017

COST
Tuition: $2,253
Program Fee: $1,410
Total Cost: $3,663

WHAT’S INCLUDED
Two meals per day • Accomodations • Fees for academic excursions • Transportation to all sites and museums outside of Athens • On-site program support • Tuition

APPLICATION DEADLINE
3/15/2017
Apply online by visiting LUC.edu/studyabroadapp

HIGHLIGHTS

Learn about ancient and modern Greece, it’s history and beauty and the incredible hospitality of its people. Visit the foremost Greek museums and archeological sites, and learn about ancient Greek art seeing the actual treasures firsthand.

Experience ancient Greek art and architecture in Athens, Delphi, Mycenae, Nafplio, Olympia, Sparta, and Thebes in this nine day excursion, led by Dr. Brian Lavelle from the Department of Classical Studies.

Transform your worldview by walking the streets of old Athens, up to the Akropolis and the Parthenon; climbing the Sacred Way to Apollo’s temple at Delphi; investigating Agamemnon’s fortress; running the stadium at Olympia.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Office for International Programs
Lake Shore Campus • Sullivan Center 206
kheath2@LUC.edu • 773-508-7706
LUC.edu/studyabroad

&

Dr. Brian Lavelle
Department of Classical Studies
blavell@LUC.edu • 773-508-3070
LUC.edu/classicalstudies
Greece Global Faculty-Led Program

June 23rd - July 2nd, 2017

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
This course is an introduction to the art and archaeology of the ancient Greeks from the Bronze Age (c. 3000 BCE) to the Hellenistic period (first century BCE). It focuses specifically on major developments in ancient Greek architecture, sculpture, pottery and painting. Students will learn what is actually to be seen, comprehended and appreciated by studying art in Greek museums and archaeological sites. They will study the “texts” of individual pieces, while maintaining a sense and grasp of overall form and composition, as well as how individual examples figure in trends, evolutions, and otherwise in their contexts. Students will thus come to understand how the parts and the whole work together to comprise art.

COURSE TITLE:
CLST 206: The Art of the Ancient Greeks

Cross-listed with FNAR 336.

This course fulfills:
- Artistic Knowledge and Experience Core
- Classical Civilization Major and Minor
- Art History Elective

COURSE INSTRUCTOR:
Dr. Brian Lavelle

CREDIT HOURS EARNED:
Three hours

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
March 15th, 2017

Visit LUC.edu/studyabroadapp to complete the quick and easy online application!

As part of your online application, you must upload a copy of your valid passport or passport application receipt and pay a $100 non-refundable Office for International Programs (OIP) study abroad fee by credit card. Within two weeks of acceptance, a $300 confirmation deposit is required to secure your spot.